Since 1976, Nercon has been building customer trust with an unmatched combination of manufacturing expertise and product handling knowledge. That combination has led to the development of the ProCore family of conveying systems. These systems are engineered with a purpose of maximizing your packaging line performance, reducing changeover times and getting your product from point A to point B as efficiently as possible.

ProCore® Conveying Systems

When your ProCore conveyor arrives, you can feel confident it was built following our unrivaled design and manufacturing procedures. Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Wisconsin allows us to retain full control of your conveyor from engineering through final testing, and every step in between. These commitments, along with the experience from thousands of conveying systems manufactured over the years, allow us to maintain the superior quality our customers have come to expect.

Manufacturing Experience
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The ProCore® Advantage

- Quick turnaround, delivery
- Reliable, long-lasting
- In-stock, cost-effective parts reduce downtime
- Standard configurations for simpler troubleshooting
- Modular & flexible; easy to move in your plant